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Division of

Water Rights

P.O. Box 2000
Sacramento, CA 95812-2000
Re: Bay-Delta Strategic Workplan
Dear Mr. Grober:

I am writing in response to your invitation for comments on the State Water Resources
Control Board's (State Board) proposed Bay-Delta Strategic Workplan. Representatives
of
the East Bay Municipal Utility Distrct (EBMUD) attended your April 15,2008
briefing to the Contra Costa Council's Water and Environmental Task Forces, which they
found very helpfuL. At the conclusion of your presentation to the Council you invited
concepts for the Strategic Plan. We appreciate the
comments on the State Board's
opportunity to provide our comments following your presentation, and present them
below.
Public Trust Proceeding
Your April 15th briefing included a PowerPoint presentation, as well as an Attachment A
(Actions Already Committed to in Resolution 2007-0079) and an Attachment B (Actions
to Be Evaluated and Further Defined in the Strategic W orkplan). The PowerPoint
that lists as one of its elements "measures
presentation included a slide on "New Actions"
to address diversions in Delta watershed." This concept appears to link to the fourth
numbered action on Attachment B, which provides that the State Board will consider a
proceeding to "protect public trust resources and balance competing demands for water in
and from the Bay-Delta.. .." Although it is not clear what the scope of such a Delta
public trust proceeding would be, the concept raises concerns.

EBMU was a party to the State Board's prior Bay-Delta proceeding that resulted in
D- 1 641. That proceeding was inordinately complex, involving dozens of parties and a

tremendous commitment of time, resources and energies on the part of the parties as well
as State Board staff. It also took over a decade, from the development of

the 1995 Water

Quality Control Plan, the water rights hearng in 1998-99, through the subsequent
litigation ending in the Court of Appeal's decision in 2006 upholding most ofD-1641.
EBMU supported the SWRCB in the litigation following that proceeding, working with
the Mokelumne
the California Attorney General's Office to coordinate the defense of
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River portions ofD-1641 in both Sacramento Superior Court and the California Court of
AppeaL. We raise this to illustrate that a Delta public trust proceeding would be a
massive undertaking. It would be measured in years, not months, and would consume
scarce resources in an adversarial proceeding, diverting the parties' and agencies' time
and effort away from developing long-term Delta solutions.
In the event the State Board continues to consider a new public trust proceeding on the
Delta, we ask that it first fully consider and recognize areas/tributaries that have already
developed approaches to river and ecosystem management that balance protection of
public trust resources and demands for water. For example, in the 1990s, EBMU spent
several years working in parnership with the California Deparment of Fish and Game
and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to develop a comprehensive ecosystem program
for the Mokelumne River. The Partnership was memorialized in a Joint Settlement
Agreement (JSA) in 1998, which contained flow and non-flow measures to protect and
enhance the Mokelumne River ecosystem. The JSA also provided additional flows to the
Delta, a fact the State Board recognized in approving the JSA flows in D-1641.

In the JSA the parties agreed to a schedule of flow releases that vary by year type and
the anadromous fishery. These flows are
time of
year, tailored to the life stages of
significantly higher than prior fishery flow requirements pursuant to the previous 1961
sharing"
Agreement between EBMU and DFG. The JSA also includes a unique "gain
provision which requires EBMU to augment the JSA minimum Mokelumne flows by
20% (up to 20,000 acre-feet) from new supplies it develops. Finally, to provide.
continuing flexibility in light of changing scientific knowledge of
contains an adaptive management provision under which the Partnership of

the fishery, the JSA
the resource

agencies and EBMUD can work together to adjust flows as necessary within a year type
to adapt to changing scientific understanding of the river and its needs.
non-flow measures, including gravel enhancement
projects that have successfully promoted natural spawning; a $2 million Partnership Fund
established by EBMUD to fund Parnership activities; habitat enhancement projects such
as the (a) Murphy Creek dam removal and habitat improvement project, and (b)
River corrdor; and an
construction of
juvenile rearng side channels in the Mokelumne
extensive EBMU ecosystem monitoring program. (For further information I am
attaching a summary of
the JSA entitled "Protecting the Mokelumne River.") And as
noted above, the JSA flows help the Delta as well, a finding made by the State Board as
its approval of
the JSA flows in D-1641 (the JSA has also been approved by the
part of
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)).
The JSA also contains a variety of

In summary, the JSA and its subsequent implementation are the result of years of effort;
it represents a finely balanced agreement, balancing public trust interests with water
demands; and it is working well, with implementation of numerous habitat enhancement
proj ects benefiting the fishery and a pronounced increase in the long-term average

salmon returns to the river. If a new State Board public trust proceeding were to consider
upstream tributaries such as the Mokelumne River, such a proceeding would threaten to
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upset the balanced resolution of issues reached on the Mokelumne and potentially undo
years of successful effort. We do not believe doing so is reasonable or a wise use of
limited public resources. We therefore ask the State Board that in the event it continues
to weigh holding a Delta public trust proceeding and to include tributares in such a
proceeding, it fully consider those tributaries that have already reached a reasonable
balancing of public trust issues, as distinguished from those tributaries that have not, and
focus its efforts on those that have not.
Conservation
The April 15th PowerPoint presentation included a slide on "New Actions That Need To
Be Evaluated And Defined," which included a bullet point on "Urban Water
Conservation." We also note that Attachment A includes a point to "address the use of
water effciency." EBMUD has long been a leader in water conservation and strongly
supports it. We also note that the topic has received recent attention given the
Governor's goal of achieving an across the board 20% per capita water use reduction
through conservation.

We support the State's goal to promote conservation and water recycling, but believe that
a simple "one size fits all" approach ignores the real differences between agencies that
have done little in conservation efforts - and who could therefore more easily achieve a
specified conservation goal of 20% - and those who have been conserving for decades.
For example, imposing such a uniform standard would not recognize or consider the
significant investment and efforts EBMU has undertaken since 1976 onward regarding
conservation. Since the severe 1976 drought, EBMU has voluntarily implemented
aggressive conservation and recycling programs to manage demand and promote
environmental stewardship. These programs have dramatically slowed the growth of
water use in our service area from what it would have been otherwise, and have kept
EBMUD's diversions from the Mokelumne River relatively flat since the 1970s despite
substantial population growth in its service area. Since the early 1990's EBMU has
invested more than $50 million in water conservation programs.

We therefore believe an across the board approach that fails to account for the existing
conservation and recycling efforts of individual agencies is misplaced. It would
effectively punish those that have already substantially conserved. To the extent the
SWRCB includes urban water conservation in the Strategic Plan, we would therefore
urge it to use a more finely developed approach that considers and credits past
conservation efforts. Such an approach would look at actual facts rather than treat all
parties the same regardless of what they mayor may not have previously accomplished in
the water conservation and recycling area. To do otherwise would be inequitable and
create disincentives to voluntary conservation, which canot be sound public policy.

Finally, while the presentation mentions "urban" conservation, we wondered whether the
Strategic Plan would similarly consider agrcultural conservation. Agrculture uses the
great bulk of

the developed water supply in California; the figure commonly reported is
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the State's water resources is the underlying
making more efficient use of
the conservation concept, focusing exclusively on urban conservation seems
insuffcient, as it ignores approximately 80% ofthe water use in the State. Equal focus
should be made to agricultural conservation so that the issue of water conservation is
fully addressed statewide.
about 80%. If

goal of

Thank you very much for your April 15 presentation and providing us the opportnity to
comment on it. Please let me know should you have any questions.

~~ßJ

Sincerely,

Alexander R. Coate
Water & Natural Resources
Director of

ARC:fse:ut:lr
Attachment
cc: Dennis M. Diemer, General Manager

Protecting the Mokelumne River
EBMUD's in

stream flow releases into the Mokelumne River were developed in

cooperation with state and federal resources agencies, and agreed to by numerous

other users in the export and diverter community.

In partnership with the Deparment of Fish and Game (DFG) and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWS), EBMUD developed a modern, comprehensive ecosystem
package for the Mokelumne called the Joint Settlement Agreement (JSA). One
component of this agreement was a schedule of flow releases that vary by year type and
the anadromous fishery. These JSA flows are
year, tailored to the life stages of
time of
five times higher under dry year conditions than the prior fishery flow requirement under
the 1961 agreement EBMUD had with DFG.
As a comprehensive program, the JSA relies on prescribed flows as well as other
parameters that affect the river ecosystem. It includes a provision for adaptive
management, allowing the resource agencies to work with EBMUD to adjust flows as
necessary to adapt to increased scientific understanding of the river and its needs. The
JSA also includes a "gainsharing" provision whereby instream flows are increased by
20%, up to 20 T AF, from the yield of additional water supplies developed by EBMUD.

Under the JSA, EBMUD also created a $2 millon Partnership Fund, with the interest on
that account used to benefit the lower Mokelumne fishery and ecosystem. Both
independently and in partnership with DFG and FWS, EBMUD has undertaken non-flow
measures including anual gravel enhancement projects in the Mokelumne (successfully

promoting natural spawning), riparian restoration, the Murhy Creek dam removal and
habitat improvement project, and construction of

juvenile rearing side chanels.

EBMUD also conducts a detailed monitoring program of the anadromous fishery and the
riparian ecosystem. This includes monitoring of anadromous fish in-migration, redds
(salmon nests), and out-migration along with community fish surveys. This monitoring
supports the adaptive management aspect of the JSA.

Managing a cold water pool in Camanche Reservoir is essential to the health of the
anadromous fishery in the Mokelume. There is a critical balancing act between
maintaining this cold water pool and meeting the existing flow release requirements.
Requirements for additional instream flow releases could impair EBMUD's ability to
maintain the necessary temperatues in the Mokelumne (to sustain an anadromous
fishery.

Since 1970, exports from the Delta have more than tripled, while EBMUD's
diversions from the Mokelumne River have been relatively flat due to EBMUD's
aggressive conservation and recycling efforts which have offset demand from what
it would have been otherwise. EBMUD is implementing state-of-the-art water use
efficiency measures (conservation and recycling), with a commitment to aggressive
savings targets for 2020. These efforts have kept EBMUD's diversions from the
Mokelume River relatively flat since 1970, despite substantial population growth in its
service area.

the
unimpaired inflow in an average year. This compares to 71 % from the Sacramento River
the
and 23% from the San Joaquin River. EBMUD diversions are less than 1 % (0.7%) of
average unimpaired Delta inflow.
The Mokelumne River is a minor tributary to the Delta, comprising only 2.9% of

In addition, EBMUD is one of

the few agencies that have built rationing into its dry-year

supply mix, asking its customers to make sacrifices for the health of

the Mokelumne

River's habitat and ecosystem.

The JSA was designed to meet multiple objectives, and a single-issue focus on
increasing Delta inflow from all its tributaries would imbalance this carefully
crafted program, as well as the restoration efforts stil underway for the Mokelumne

salmonids. In fact, in a recent review ofEBMUD's restoration efforts, FWS lauded
the JSA provisions as a model program for other river
EBMUD's implementation of
systems to emulate.

